Vialegis and Legalia combine forces

Vialegis, market leader in Belgium for legal and tax recruitment and for legal interim
management, has acquired Legalia, another niche company in the field of legal recruitment.
Legalia, which has been developing since 2012 under the direction of its founder Harold Dulait,
has acquired a leading position in the legal recruitment and interim management market,
particularly in the French-speaking market. In addition to Harold Dulait, two consultants work at
Legalia, whose headquarters are in Wavre.
Harold Dulait: "We are delighted to join the Vialegis team, which enjoys an excellent reputation
in our industry, and together we will undoubtedly be able to better serve our customers and offer
our candidates excellent career opportunities. "
Philippe Jadoul, CEO of Vialegis, adds: "We have known Harold and Legalia for many years
and have always respected them as a promising, correct and solid competitor. The fact that our
methods and values are closely linked, as well as the geographical complementarity, makes our
collaboration an evidence. We are very much looking forward to working with Harold and his
colleagues. "
Harold Dulait and his two colleagues will join the Vialegis team and continue to work under the
Vialegis brand. Vialegis will now have offices in Diegem and Wavre.
About Legalia:
Legalia specializes in the recruitment of legal, paralegal and compliance profiles as well as in
legal interim management. Legalia offers its expertise both to companies and law firms, mainly in
Brussels and Wallonia. Legalia has always offered a service of great professionalism, adhering to
the values of listening, discretion, quality and research.
About Vialegis:
Vialegis is the "first mover" and market leader in Belgium for the recruitment of lawyers and legal
interim managers. In 2018, more than 150 company lawyers, tax lawyers, avocats, notarial
lawyers and paralegals were recruited for companies, law firms and notary offices. In addition,
Vialegis currently has over 100 legal interim managers working on projects. The Belgian Vialegis
team has 14 consultants. Vialegis also has operations in Luxembourg and Spain and in 2018
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acquired German company Schollmeyer & Steidl. Since mid-2017, Vialegis is part of House of
HR, a specialized international HR group.
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